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MÉXICO  
                      

Abstract: - This research work thoroughly presents an innovative testing-bed for a power system protection 
relaying scheme whose main algorithm is based on the use of the time-inverse over-current relaying curves. The 
algorithm is developed using fast digital signal processing techniques to rapidly detect over-currents magnitudes 
and duration of the occurrence in electrical power system. The protection algorithm also includes a full set of 
inverse-time curves and, if electro-mechanic relays are installed in the electric grid, a compensating factor for 
the disk inertia constant. The developed algorithm is evaluated using a DSP-based digital relay prototype 
testing-platform, also developed by the authors, capable of being programmed with visual language. Several 
testing cases are presented in this paper. The tests include measurement of response speed, accuracy of detection 
and noise vulnerability.  The evaluation results indicate that the developed protection algorithm is fast, robust 
and reliable algorithm also suitable for power distribution systems.  
 
Key-word: Overcurrent protection, Protective relaying, Algorithms, Digital signal processing,  
                  Power system protection.
 
1   Introduction 
A protective relay is the device which primary use is 
to isolate a faulty section of the electrical power 
system after the occurrence of a fault. This action 
ensures that the non-faulted sections continue in 
operation, and protects the system from further 
damage, including instability, due to such event [1]. 
Hence, use of protective relaying apparatus is vital 
for any electrical systems, which are indeed expected 
to continuously generate, transmit and distribute 
power with the lesser interruptions and restoration 
time. A good protection relay must comply with two 
key qualities [2]: Dependability (basically it must trip 
when necessary) and Security (It must not trip when 
not supposed to). First generation relays were 
electro-mechanic devices. Due they mechanic nature 
dependability and security ratio were not at the top. 
However these two requirements for relays 
tremendously get improved after the arrival of 
microprocessor-based relays mainly because their 
ability to perform complex fast digital signal 
processes to detect faulted signals. However this 
electronic relays should be compatible, and able to 
coordinate with their electromechanical counterparts 
because many of the latter are still installed in the 
electrical network. 
 

2   Time Inverse Protection
The time-inverse relay is used as the primary scheme 
to protect power systems. In this relays the fault 
signal (indicating the fault occurrence) is tripped in a 
time indicated by a delay-time versus overcurrent 
(TOC) curves. The purpose of TOC curves is to 
allow the protection schemes to respond faster o 
slower depending on the magnitude of the faulted 
current thus avoiding the disconnection long section 
of the electrical network. The TOC curves are also 
useful to coordinate the operation of the numerous 
protection relays installed in an electrical network. 
Two parameters are needed to setup an overcurrent 
relay: 1) the pick-up (tripping) current, and 2) time 
delay. The pick-up current is defined as the minimum 
current level that initiate the relay protective 
function. The time delay is a current-level dependent 
variable used to create a set of different curves suited 
for coordination of several time-inverse relays [3]. 
 
The ANSI/IEEE C37.112 “Standard Inverse-Time 
Characteristic Equations for Over-current Relays” 
defines the following four main curve sets [4]:  
 
 Moderately Inverse Curve: Primary used as backup 
protection for transformers banks 
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 Inverse Curve: It is used where there is a wide 
variation in the magnitude if the fault current. 
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 Very Inverse Curve: It is used were variations for 
the fault current is rather small and where fast trip in 
closer faults is an important issue. 
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 Extremely Inverse Curve: This curve characteristic 
is the one that resembles the most with the operation 
curve of fuses. Thus is the one who better 
coordinates with fuses and restores in the same 
circuit. 
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    Where: 
 
tM   = curve operation time in seconds. 
TD = time dial settings. 
M  = multiples of pickup. 
 
Fig. 1 shows the set of curves for inverse time.  
 

 
Fig.1.- Inverse time curves for different time dials. 

Another issue in a time-inverse relay is the disk 
inertia, inherent in the electromechanical relays and 
emulated in the digital ones. When this kind of relay 

were electromechanical entirely the method to 
calculate the time before tripping, was a disk that 
rotated with a determined speed, proportional to the 
magnitude of the overcurrent. When the overcurrent 
disappeared, before reaching the tripping time, the 
disk didn’t return instantaneously to its initial 
position, instead, it moved back accordingly to the 
disk inertia. 
This disk inertia behavior helps to keep the relay-
response time even if the overcurrent disappears for a 
moment or if the over-current is oscillating between 
the trip and non-trip condition. 
 
 
3   Fast technique for the prediction of 
peak of signal waveforms 
There are various techniques useful to calculate the 
RMS peak value of a sinusoidal waveform such as: 
Sinusoidal-wave based algorithms, Fourier analysis, 
least squares based methods and differential equation 
based techniques among others [5]. Each technique 
has its own advantages/disadvantages. For instance 
the sinusoidal-wave based techniques, like the one 
used in this research work to estimate the magnitude 
of the AC current, tend to be very fast detecting 
changes in the amplitude of the waveform, (some 
techniques only need one sample of the waveform 
and its derivative to predict the amplitude of the 
wave). However the noise, a DC component, or 
changes in the system frequency could affect 
significantly the accuracy of the prediction of peak 
amplitude. On the other hand, Fourier-based 
techniques are almost immune to noise and DC 
components, but they need an entire cycle of the 
fundamental frequency (60Hz) to accurately 
calculate the peak amplitude of the fundamental 
frequency. As for the other techniques cited, they 
tend to need more computation power. The technique 
used in the developed algorithm for this research 
work is a refinement of the “sample and first” 
derivative technique first reviewed by Makino and 
Miki [6]. This technique avoids the use of 
derivatives, instead involves manipulating two 
samples taken at discrete instant of time form the 
signal waveforms. The mathematical formulation of 
this technique is shown below. 
Let vk, vk+1 be voltage samples measured at times tk, 
tk+1 respectively, and let ∆t be the sampling interval. 
Then 

kk tVv 0sinω=       (5) 

        )(sinsin 0101 ttVtVv kkk Δ+== ++ ωω           

ttVttVv kkk Δ+Δ=+ 00001 sincoscossin ωωωω  (6) 
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Substituting (5) into (6) and simplifying results in 
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Adding the squares of (5) and (7), and noting that 
sin2x+cos2x=1 it is obtained the equation for the 
square of the peak voltage: 
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The corresponding equation for the peak of the 
current is simply 
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The phase angle between voltages and current 
waveforms can be calculated using the above 
determined values of waveform magnitude (V and I) 
together with the measured voltage and current 
samples. 
Let θ be the phase angle between the voltages and 
current waveform such that the current sample ik is 
expressed as: 
 

θωθωθω sincoscossin)sin( 000 tItItIi kk +=+=  (10) 
 
The current simple i k+1 (taken at time tk+∆t) is 
likewise obtained in the form 
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From (5) and (7) it is obtained: 
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Eqns. (10) to (13) can be manipulated to obtain a 
number of algorithmic equations for the angle, the 
simplest of which is 
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4   Modeling and programming of the 
algorithm 
The two sample technique have been implemented as 
part of protection algorithm using a DSP-based 

prototype testing platform developed at the Instituto 
Tecnológico de Morelia by the authors. The three-
phase prototype is fully programmed using Simulink 
building blocks and a host PC and it can stand up and 
input of 480V peak and 18A peak current. Also the 
prototype is capable to both control 8 internal 
electromechanical switches and interacts with the 
user in real time even while a program is running 
using for this a PC graphical user interface [7].  
To create compatible code from Simulink models to 
the Texas Instruments F2812 DSP, two special 
toolboxes from Matlab are required: the “Target for 
TI C2000” and the “Link for Code composer 
Studio”. The Target for TI C2000 integrates 
Simulink and Matlab with Texas Instruments 
eXpressDSP tools in order to develop and validate 
digital signal processing and control designs from 
concept through code. Target for TI C2000 uses C 
code generated by Matlab’s Real-Time Workshop 
toolbox to generate a C language real-time 
implementation a Simulink model. Real-Time 
Workshop builds a Code Composer Studio™ (TI 
software for programming TI DSPs) project from the 
C code, and using the Link for Code Composer 
Studio toolbox, the code can be automatically 
compiled, linked, downloaded, an executed into the 
28F12 DSP platform [8]. 
Fig. 2 shows the Simulink model created for the 
prediction of the magnitude of the sine wave using 
two samples. In order to operate correctly the user 
has to specify the frequency of the system and the 
sample time. 

 
Fig 2.- ”Two sample” technique programmed using Simulink models. 
 
The ADC of the DSP is configured to open 6 
channels (three for the voltage sensors and three for 
the current sensors) and simultaneously sample the 
signals at 1 KHz (approximately 16 samples per 
cycle).  
As discussed earlier, the sinusoidal-wave based 
techniques are likely to fail on the prediction of the 
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magnitude of the waveform if the sinusoidal wave is 
contaminated with noise; therefore, in order to see 
the effects of noise in the prediction of the 
magnitude, a test is conducted with a 120V RMS 
voltage waveform contaminated with a queasy-
random noise level of ±5V. The result of this test is 
shown in fig. 3 where the sampled voltage and the 
predicted magnitude using the “two sample” 
technique are seen. 

 
Fig. 3.- Sampled waveform of a 120 RMS voltage contaminated with a 
noise level of ±5V and Peak voltage predicted by the “two samples” 
technique. 
 
The distortion caused by the noise does have a 
significant impact in the accuracy of the prediction, 
(around of 8% of error); therefore, a method for noise 
reduction is implemented as part of the entire 
protection algorithm.  
The selected method was smoothing using linear 
equations with three samples [9]. Eqns. (16) to (18) 
shows the smoothed values of three voltage samples 
using this technique: 
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After the implementation of the smooth filter the 
prediction of the peak voltage clearly improved, as 
shown in fig. 4. 
Using the smooth technique creates a delay between 
the sampled waveform and the smoothed one, which 
is 3 samples behind the current waveform. This 
delay, however, is much lesser that the response time 
of a digital filter, therefore this method of filtering is 
more suitable for this application than the digital 
filters. 
The delay caused by the smooth function, can be 
seen also in fig. 4 when comparing the sampled 
waveform with the smoothed one (lagged one). 
 

 
Fig. 4.- A) Sampled waveform of 120 RMS voltages with a noise level of 
±5V, B) Smoothed waveform of the sampled voltage, and C) Peak 
voltage estimated by the “two samples” technique of the smoothed 
waveform. 
 
The second part of the algorithm computes the time-
inverse curves, and emulates the disk inertia of the 
electromechanical relays. The computation of the 
time-inverse curves was also implemented using 
Simulink models. Fig. 5 shows the algorithm used to 
compute the disk inertia, which basically holds the 
counted time for space of time, (specified by the 
programmer trough a dialog box) before resetting the 
timer.  The timer was implemented using the 
capability of the “Target for TI C2000” of creating 
real time applications (by means of adjusting the 
code and the internal DSP timers[10]) using a 
running time of 1 ms, so each time the entire model 
executes, a counter increments by 1. This counter is 
used to determinate the trip time of the relay. 
 

 
Fig 5.- Diagram flow of the algorithm that compensates the disk inertia 

for the digital time-inverse relays. 
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Fig. 6.- Complete model of the time-inverse over current protection algorithm. 

 
The time-inverse curve and the compensation of the 
disk inertia were implemented in a single Simulink 
block with a masked dialog box that requests the 
programmer the data needed. The complete algorithm 
created in Simulink is shown in fig 6.   
 
 
5   Results 
The elementary test case for the algorithm is the 
detection of overcurrent without delay time. The 
pick-up current was set to 4.9 A. Fig. 7 shows the 
captured waveform of phase A current during a 
overcurrent and the trip signal (scaled by 10). 
 

 
Fig. 7.- Captured waveform during an overcurrent. A) The sampled 
current waveform. B) The trip signal. C) The peak voltage predicted by 
the “two samples” technique. 
 
The overcurrent has been detected almost when the 
magnitude exceeded the pick-up level, then a series 

of intermittent trips appear while the predicted 
magnitude oscillates around the pick-up, and finally 
the trip signal stays in high level. Those intermittent 
trips are later handled by the digital disk inertia 
emulation. A closer look to the tripping signal shows 
that the detection of the over current happens just 
after one sample of the current waveform. 
Once revised the delay time of detection of an over-
current, the final test is made considering the time-
inverse curves. 
The time inverse curve programmed for the tests was 
a moderately inverse-time curve. The trip current is 
set at 4.9 A with a multiple of pickup of 1.5 and a 
time dial of 1. 
Substituting those values in (1) the following result is 
obtained. 

  

stM 493.1
15.1

668.0157.01 =⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡

−
+=  (19) 

 
Fig. 8 shows the captured waveforms of this test. 

Analyzing the data from fig. 8 it is seen that the over-
current begins exactly in the sample 850. The trip 
signal is activated in sample 2320. Knowing that 
each sample it taken every 1 ms, the delay time can 
be calculated, resulting in 2320-850= 1470 ms. This 
time is very close to the calculated in (19) The time 
variation is because the algorithm adjusts the time 
limit every 1ms accordingly to the current measured 
in that instant, which wasn’t exactly 5A all time.  
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Fig. 8.- Captured waveform during an over-current using the time inverse curve for a trip delay. A) The sampled current waveform. B) The 
trip signal. C) The peak voltage predicted by the “two samples” technique. 

 
6   Conclusions 
A fast technique for calculation of peak voltages 
and currents was implemented as part of an entire 
digital relay algorithm. The detection time-
response of the algorithm proved to be very fast 
and the time delay feature was also very close to 
the calculated one, therefore the reliability of the 
algorithm proved to be very good. When analyzing 
the different tests applied to the protection 
algorithm, it is noticed that the drawback of using a 
sinusoidal wave based algorithm is the distortion 
caused in the prediction when the sampled 
waveform is contaminated with noise, or when the 
sampled waveform isn’t sinusoidal, although these 
problems can be solved using complex filtering 
stages there is the disadvantage of delaying even 
more the time-response of the algorithm in a 
dynamic event. However, when using fast filtering 
techniques, the prediction of the magnitude clearly 
improved, causing only a small delay. Some 
networks applications are suitable for this type of 
algorithm; for example in lower voltage system 
distribution, were the faulted waveforms often very 
quickly attain a normally sinusoidal form[11], thus 
all the advantages of the developed algorithm can 
be used for a fast detection and disconnection of a 
faulted element in the network. 
Using Simulink for modeling and programming the 
algorithm reduced the time and the effort in the 
algorithm’s development thanks to the advantages 
of visual programming. The additional toolboxes 
used to build the executable code for the DSP 
created an efficient code that was optimized for 
being executed in real time. Also the F2812 DSP 
features, such its speed, interrupt handling and data 
exchange channels, kept the execution time of the 
algorithm inside the desired period, and provided 
the processed data to the user, thus the combination 
of F2812 DSP with Simulink proved to be an 
efficient way to program digital protections for 
power systems. 
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